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Abstract—Android is the most popular operating system.
Although, it has been more than 7 years since its first release,
yet there has not been developed any tool(s) that can analyze the
performance of any application, especially at the launch time.
Application (app) launch time plays an important role in the subsequent success of the application, as it gives the first impression
about the application performance to the user. This analysis is of
crucial importance in situations when device is running on low
available memory. The availability of such automated systems
can allow application developers to enhance the application
performance thus leading to improved user experience. In this
paper, the application launch time performance is our focal
point with the detailed analysis of application performance.
Particularly, we present a system that analyzes applications
launch time in almost any given scenario; for instance, an
application is launched in normal and high memory pressure;
high memory pressure without network connectivity and cached
application. The proposed system can clearly show the difference
in the launch time of several types of applications in different
scenarios. Finally, we also suggest techniques to improve the
application launch time performance.

Such an analysis has significant importance in various settings,
particularly in low available memory scenario. Analysis of app
launch time performance is the main contribution of this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as following.
Section II introduces android OS and its app launch procedure.
Section III provides a brief overview of the related work.
Section IV presents our proposed app launch time analyzing
system. Section V shows several observations and insights into
the data acquired. Finally, we conclude with some suggestions
to improve app launch time performance in section VI.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. ANDROID APP LAUNCH PROCEDURE

Android certainly is the most growing [1] operating system
(OS). It runs on a variety of devices like smart phones, tablets,
TVs, watches, and an un-ending list goes on. Random-access
memory (RAM) is a precious resource, especially on a mobile
OS. To handle low memory scenarios, android has a low
memory killer (LMK). But, when a user quits an application
(app), activity manager does not kill the process instead it
is kept in a least recently used (LRU) cache to reduce the
response time, just in case if user returns to app in the
future [2]. Android defines different levels for LMK to kill
empty apps to Foreground running apps depending on the free
memory size. Table 1 shows, the free memory and type of the
apps to kill to free memory on device.
Almost all android devices have a limited memory, so there
are more chances to run out of memory or low memory
scenarios. Therefore, when most of the apps are launched,
android has to free some memory, which adversely affects the
app launch time, which is the duration when a user touches
the app icon till the first screen is shown for interaction. App
launch time plays a vital role in user experience of the app.
In spite of great success of android OS in the developer
community and in general public overall, there has not been
developed any tool(s) to analyze the performance of any
application in general and specifically at the launch time.

Every Android application runs in its own process and
each process is forked from Zygote [3]. Zygote is the system
process preloaded with some common code and framework
classes to be shared across all processes. Every process needs
some special class files and reading those files individually
may not be effective. To make it faster, zygote preloads these
class files; and fork from zygote makes it available for all
processes.
This method is also helpful in memory management; zygote is forked with copy-on-write (CoW). Thus, no memory
overhead will occur, until write operation is performed for
individual class file. These classes remain shared across all
processes, because most of the time, write operation is not
performed for these classes.An android application is launched
by two procedures; first one is cold launch, when process is to
be forked from Zygote. The second procedure is warm launch,
when process already exists in background and background
process is brought to the foreground.
In case of cold launch, as shown in Figure 1, firstly the
user touches an application icon. Launcher application sends
intent to be launched which is a request to launch the desired
application. Activity manager, that is being run inside System
server will receive intent and prepares it to be launched.
Activity manager requests to the window manager to prepare a

TABLE I
N EXUS 5 RAM THRESHOLD IN MB( S ) FOR LMK
Type of App
Empty App
Hidden App
Visible App

Memory (MB)
180
126
150

Type of App
Content Provider
Secondary Server
Foreground App

Memory (MB)
144
100
90

Fig. 1. Android app cold launch

window with token. Then, activity manager sends the request
to fork zygote itself and generate child process. A new process
is initialized and activity manager brings it to the foreground.
Further, activity of that process starts calling its onCreate,
onStart and onResume methods; and continues with its typical
lifecycle [4].
During warm launch, as presented in Figure 2, the user
touches an application icon; the launcher application sends
intent to be launched to the activity manager, which sends
request to the window manager to prepare a window with
token. Furthermore, the activity manager sends resume request
to the existing process present in background. The background
process resumes itself and activity manager brings it to the
foreground. Further, the lifecycle of activity continues with
onRestart, onResume and onStart procedures.
As it is given in Figure 3, cold launch takes long time to
launch and warm launches are quick. Android does not kill
every process on exit, to make apps switching faster. Android
keep apps cached in RAM, until there is not enough memory
available to load new application. In this scenario, Android
uses LRU algorithm to kill processes in background and keeps
killing until there is sufficient memory available.
III. RELATED WORK
Android OS performance for real-time embedded system
has been evaluated in [5]; this study exposed various limitations of android OS. An analysis of android mobile web
developed using PhoneGap has been discussed in [6]. Authors
in [7] suggest a way of minimizing launch time of apps up
to 6 seconds per app using predictive user context. Windows
phone OS was modified as an implementation of the system;
however, such analysis was not performed for android OS.

Fig. 2. Android app warm launch

Only a few studies have been conducted on the subject.
Comparison of app launch time till 8th launch has been performed in [8], thus considering cached apps takes significant
less time after 4th launch. Several scenarios have not been
considered in this study, e.g. network requests, high memory
pressure, etc.
It is suggested in [9] that app launch time can be minimized
by preloading a few variants of java packages and some
improvements in app launch time have also been shown.
Preloading such packages may fasten some specific type of
applications, but can it handle all types of applications is a
big question mark. Moreover, overhead of preloading such java
packages have been completely ignored.
The app launch time performance is the main focus of this
paper; we also perform detailed analysis of app performance,
almost all possible scenarios have been considered including
high memory pressures. Our work also adds various suggestions to minimize the app launch time without any overhead
and caters the usage behavior, thus considering all possible
types of apps.
IV. OUR PROPOSED SYSTEM
We have developed a system that analyzes the app launch
during normal and high memory pressures scenarios. We have
chosen a set of top rated and well performing apps from
Google Play and results can be viewed in graph. Our system
always kills required application process to make sure we
are always performing cold launch. Then it calculates the
free memory (excluding cached memory) and further creates
high memory pressure by launching multiple apps and keeps
switching between them until free memory is lower than low
memory threshold (when android starts killing processes from
LRU).

Fig. 4. App launch time in normal and high memory pressure scenarios.
Fig. 3. App launch time in cold and warm launch scenarios.

Finally, it launches the application and calculates its launch
time. We have used Nexus ROM to test and we have not added
any monitor in android ROM. Hence, there is no memory
overhead. Our system only uses the android logs to calculate
the launch time for an app that starts with touch on app icon
and ends when onResume method is called.
V. EVALUATION
The proposed system has been used to analyze launch performance of several top rated apps and achieved performance
statistics are presented and discussed in this section. Android
allows a maximum number of memory to allocate by an
application, depends on vendors, because memory for different
handsets range from 512 Megabytes (MB) to 4 Gigabytes
(GB). For instance, LG Nexus 5 allows 192 MB in standard
mode and 512 MB in cases where application developers
require enhanced graphics and high memory consumption
during application usage. Google Nexus 5 running Android
(5.1.1) has been used to analyze our system.
The app launch time results during normal and high memory
pressure scenarios are presented in Figure 4. Acquired results
show that there is a significant difference between normal
launch and high memory pressure launch time. All selected
apps have twice or greater launch time during high memory
pressure. Further it is also found that apps using network calls
at launch have higher launch time.
Further we have investigated how the network communication affects the app launch time during high memory pressure.
Figure 5 gives comparison between high memory pressure
launch time of apps with network connectivity and during no
internet connection. It shows that launch time in no network
connectivity scenario is much reduced for apps using network
requests at launch time, e.g., Twitter, Sound Cloud and Skype.
Presented results clearly indicate that games (high graphics)
and apps requesting network connectivity at earliest stage or
during launch are taking long time. During high memory

Fig. 5. Effect of network communication on app launch time.

pressure, every single app takes higher launch time, which
suggests that high memory usage increases the launch time of
apps.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a system to analyze the android
app launch time for almost any possible given scenario. Our
system only uses android OS logs to monitor the app launch
events, thus neither custom ROM nor extra usage of memory
occurs. Evaluation of the app launch performance using the
proposed system revealed that cold launch is always expensive
than warm launch. The launch time of all the apps tested
increased by a factor of at least two in high memory pressure.
Performance of the apps making network request at app launch
degraded even more; and launch time increased by at least
three times.
Based on the investigation using the proposed system, we
propose a few techniques to minimize the app launch time with

existing android ROM and no memory overhead. Cold launch
time can be reduced by minimizing network requests during
launch. Apps should request memory allocations gradually,
to make sure that OS will need to kill minimum number of
processes, this will in effect reduce the app launch time as
well. Another effective way to reduce launch time would be to
use use warm launches instead of cold launches when possible.
User context can be used to learn users app usage behavior,
thus keeping LRU cache updated, can also lead to minimize
the app launch time.
We also plan to implement a modified version of android
ROM for fast app launch using predictive user context, which
will rank apps on device and try to keep them in cache, hence,
making it possible to use warm launches.
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